Alliteration (pronounced: Al-lit-er-A-shun) is the repetition of consonant sounds. It can show a certain mood or feeling, and it can be fun to read!

A Misty, Mellow Morning
by Lill Pluta

Beginning sounds create a mood,
A misty, mellow morning.
Until a wacky wombat comes
To wreck things without warning.
But if a baby buffalo
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A Misty, Mellow Morning

Read the following lines from the poem and underline the words that have alliteration.

1. “Until a wacky wombat comes
   To wreck things without warning”

2. “But if a baby buffalo
   Bolts boldly through the door”

Only two lines of the poem do not contain any alliteration when you read each line by itself. Go back to the poem and circle them.

Write your own example of alliteration on the line below.

_______________________________________________________________
A Misty, Mellow Morning

Read the following lines from the poem and underline the words that have alliteration.

1. “Until a wacky wombat comes to wreck things without warning”
2. “But if a baby buffalo bolts boldly through the door”
3. “And disco dancing dragons romp and rock and roar”
4. “Then the misty, mellow morning won’t be mellow anymore”

Answers will vary.